
Mercy and Authority in the Tudor State

Using a wide range of legal, administrative and literary sources, this study explores the
role of the royal pardon in the exercise and experience of authority in Tudor England. It
examines such abstract intangibles as power, legitimacy, and the state by looking at the
concrete life-and-death decisions of the Tudor monarchs.

Drawing upon the historiographies of law and society, political culture, and state for-
mation, this work uses mercy as a lens through which to examine the nature and limits
of participation in the early modern polity. Contemporaries discussed mercy as a virtue
expected of all but necessary in the prince: they deemed it both a prerogative and a duty
of the ruler. The Tudors responded with grand ceremonies of mercy, personal gifts of
grace for offenders of every sort, and statutes that offered remission for a host of petty
sins. Public expectations of mercy and the broadly participatory nature of early modern
governance imposed restraints on the sovereign’s exercise of power. Yet the discretionary
uses of punishment and mercy worked in tandem to mediate social relations of power in
ways that most often favored the growth of the state.
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